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Introduction 

Mao forefathers said that if anyone who is not able to feed others he will never 

become rich and anyone who feed others or feed to the poor and needy he will be given 

wealth by our creator, God. After getting married, both husband and wife will start to work 

very hard to feed the villagers. Feeding people/ villagers has certain reasons; (1.Chovii 

viikapi 2.Novii kovii 3.Shovii kovii 4. Chisa kapi 5.omo kozii.) If anyone who wants to do 

OMO must kill a cow and will distribute meat to every household, known as giving shovii, 

this is called novii kovii. This will be given to the village Chief, owner of the village gate and 

couples giving birth twins as two shares. After giving novii, with the approaching date of 

OMOZII, the meat is distributed to all the relatives outside the village as an invitation to 

come at the time of feeding people as chosa/chisa. The family who gave birth to a baby boy 

will give their share of meat to the villagers as a sign of joy by killing a cow/ a pig is known 

as Novii.(1)  

 

 Names of the various Feasts of merit of the Mao people; 

1. Feast of merit with the dwelling house (ochiizho koso). 

2. Feast of merit with the couple (Ozho zhuso koso). 

3. Distribution of paddy to all the Mao people. (Emekhroye otho zhukapi). 

4. Feeding all the Mao people. (Emekhroye amohru). 

5. Giving cow to all the Mao villages. (Emekhroye otohokapi). 

6. Making a Pond (dziibvii koho). 

7. Distribution of dry meat to all the neighboring villages (osoki kozhu). 

All the above prestigious performers are given their significances. 

Anyone who wants to do “omo” will first perform “novii” due to the joy of getting a baby 

boy in the family the parents will perform novii to the boy. Distribution of meat will be done 

at 6 to 7 years of the boy’s age. This is done ahead if their son directly perform ‘omo’. If a 

person who wants to do ‘omo’ and if their parents did not perform novii, he will do himself 

before performing ‘Omo’. At the time of distributing meat (Novii kovii) a cow and a pig will 

be killed. Two pieces each of beef and pork will be cooked with the bamboo peeled rope 
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(mopro) and will be distributed to each family in the village. This ‘chovii’ will be given 

separately to the gatekeepers/ owner of the village gate and the same is distributed to widows, 

widowers and divorce members of the family. 

‘Omo kozii’ is one of the greatest courage amongst the Mao society. Every Mao 

couple will aim at performing ‘omo’ through their hard work to get better crops to feed the 

villagers. Anyone who wants to perform this feast of merit will declare in the month of July 

and will perform in the month of December. In the month of November, there is preparation 

of rice beer in the small earthern urns and is served to the villagers and asking the help of the 

villagers to help for the preparation of ‘Omo kozii’ rice beer. At the time of inauguration, the 

big urn from each clan member will come and bless the family. During this occasion, the 

village chief will first drink the rice beer and will bless with the libation, next genna is passed 

to the surrounding areas and thirdly in the villages who first dug the village ponds. Next 

‘Chehe’ means those people who were working under the village Chief (like Cabinet 

Ministers at present) will come and get the ‘Olebvii’ (drinkable made from banana leaf). 

After that any member will come and drink the rice beer. Chehe group will whistle and move 

towards the common gathering place and will give the rice beer to the common people. 

Common people too will whistle together twice. After that Chehe group will whistle again. 

Thereafter, rice beer will be put again to the common people and will whistle, rice beer is put 

again for the last time known as last drink, local term as ‘Zekhai’ and will disperse. On 14th 

day of December they crush the flours and on 15th it is mixed in hot water. On 16th extra 

water is added (pitole) and on the 17th pigs are killed. On 18th cows are killed and on 19th the 

feast is celebrated. On this day, Chehe group will come and offer to god and will inaugurate 

the urn and give the blessings. On this day Chehe group will come and whistle and will 

perform the rituals. From each clan each member will come and distribute meat, a small piece 

each to every house (Shovii viipile). After starting this ‘shovii’ the couple will not have a bad 

dream till the end of the ceremony. 

On 18th, two cows and two oxens will be slaughtered, two oxens will be killed as 

‘rizii’ means in local term spotless cows and oxen as offering to god as well as to the people 

this will be cut into different parts viz., head, hips and chest and will give to the relatives of 

the couple. If it is remains, it will be distributed to those who help them. Villagers will invite 

many persons and give the presentations to fulfill the target. 
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On the 19th too there is feasting again after killing a cow and a pig. Female pork will be eaten 

only by wine keeper and perform the rituals. This pork is cooked with its furs after cleaning it 

properly. Wine keeper will look after the rice beer day and night, over-floating and leakages 

of wine for three to four days. A man who performs this ritual will be given a portion of back 

body muscle along with pancreas, kidney and some portion of stomach with intestines. He 

will not take food from morning till evening but only drinks. (“lule” means taking drinks only 

in the banana leaf rice beer not to take rice). His wife also will not take rice until the guests 

dispersed, she will prepare food. In a village if there are more than one person performing 

‘novii’ the village Chief will fix the day and time. On 20th the villagers will take good wines, 

on 21st day also rice beer is taken. On 22nd all the womenfolk will come and cook meat and 

distribute to all the female groups giving two pieces of meat each and on the 23rd womenfolk 

will come and sing songs at the residence of the owner. Women will take rice beer and will 

take part in singing in their occasional voice. If there were any remains of meat/pork, the 

ongoing days of January will not eat that meat and if the wife is from other village, the meat 

will be given to her in-laws. 

 

 FEAST OF MERIT RITUALS (ZHUSOMOZII) 

After getting married this feast of merit is the 2nd prestigious feast amongst the Mao 

society. Both the husband and wife will work hard to get more crops and to get rich harvest, 

if they get, they will feed to the people. After ‘omo kozii’ this ‘ozho’ will be very prestigious 

by the people of Mao, any couple who can perform will carry a big stone and hosted at the 

roadside as memory stone to let it know to the generations to come, his sons and grandsons 

will recall the erected stone. Not only this but also they are entitled to wear prestigious shawl, 

Zhusosa in his life. The persons who wear this shawl will be respected by the public. During 

the dispute of any case they will make decision the common people will not rebuke them and 

public will respect them to take their voice as prestigious men. They will maintain religious 

restrictions and live humble life and not to act like common people. 

A person who is going to perform ‘ozho’ will kill a cow and rice beer is served to feed 

the villagers. On this day, villagers will take drinks in the morning and evening.  

On the day of erecting stone, two cows and a pig will be killed, that beef and pork will 

be prepared by each members of the family from each clan. Right legs will be given to the 

village Chief and right limbs will be giving to nieghbouring village Chief or Makhel Chief. 
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Other kinds of meat will be distributed to the villagers (shuvii viile). On this day, the couple 

will not eat rice but will drink only rice beer. 

If anyone who wants to do “Ozho” (prestigious ritual) next year in the month of 

March (orolopra) they will start the rituals from the advance year in the month of November 

(Belu) the 25th by bringing crabs cooked in the new hearth and new pot with new plates made 

up of gourd and banana leaves to offer god. After this, the couple will not take food or drinks 

in the old articles and will take only in the new materials. After this the couple will not share 

bed till March before performing ‘Ozho’.(2) 

 

SEARCHING OF MEMORY STONE FOR THE FEAST OF MERIT 

The couple will go for searching memory stone, if they found a stone they will place 

green grass or leaves, after that they will go back home and will see their dream, if the dream 

is not good, they will search for another stone, if the dream is good they will carry that 

particular stone into the village after fixing a good day. 

On 25th January, a cow is killed and in the bamboo urn rice beer is prepared, the remaining 

meat will be sent to the neighbouring villages, it will be taken as an invitation to come at the 

‘Ozho’ rituals. 

On 8th March (Orolopra) a memory stone will be pulled on the wooden in order to 

carry the stone in the easy way. On the 9th will be the first day of ‘lopra’ and on 10th will be 

the 2nd day of lopra while on 11th will be the last day of lopra. During lopra days women will 

not weave clothes in the village it will be woven outside the village under the shadow of a 

pillar, and the owner of the stone will ask the Chief to fix the day of pulling the stone, he will 

fixed the day. After the stone was pulled up on the wooden, the owner of the stone will not 

take food/rice but drinking only rice beer. 

Due to the start of a noble work by making rice beers, the couple will feed the 

villagers by preparing rice beer in the big vessel made up of bamboo urn to give to those who 

are going to help prepare the flour for the rice beer. 

On 13th day, they will crush the flour. On this day, the relatives of the owner will not 

go for work. On 14th day the flour will be mixed with hot water and on the 15th day the water 

is put again, on this day the urn will be washed with the bitter leaf called Chijingho and lishu, 

it is washed in such a way that the urn will not leak. On this day, a pig is killed this will be 

prepared by a man from each clan and will be distributed to every family (shovii viipile). On 

17th day they will kill cows and buffaloes this is also prepared by a person of every clans and 
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will be divided to clan-wise, this meat is not for house-wise and the heads of buffaloes will 

not be broken but to be preserved as a memory. 

On the 18th the biggest feed is celebrated, on this day, a small pig is killed and a cow. 

This will be taken as thanksgiving, a bunch of meat will be kept outside the house and let the 

dog or birds eat. Liver will be cooked for offering god, the small pig’s fur will not be burnt. 

No other people will take this pork but will be taken only by the wine keeper after the public 

were dispersed or left the place. 

Buffalo and cow meat will be given to those helpers four pieces each , this meat will 

be given to those who are coming from outside as guest/invitees. After this, all the villagers 

will go for taking rice beer. Two pieces of meat each will be given to those who collect ropes 

for pulling stone. On 19th day all the villagers will come and take the main rice beer. On 20th 

they will disperse, on this day, the couple will not eat but drinking rice beer only. On 21st day, 

the remaining wine in the urn and the bottom part solid rice beer will be given to the 

villagers. On 22nd day a genna is observed as ‘sobo’, on this day all villagers will go and take 

rice beer from the house of the feast of merit. 

Within ‘lopra’, three days they will pull up the memory stone, onwards that day he 

can wear ‘zhoso’ shawls. On the first day, he will put a new pant rounded with white pieces 

of cloth and will perform rituals to the house, after that the merit person will start carrying 

spear kindred with hair. The person performing rituals will go towards the stone carrying a 

white hen. All the people pulling the stone will reach the spot and ritual person will perform 

the stone ceremonies, he will catch the legs of the hen and will touch the stone with the hen, 

after this ritual, the hen is thrown towards the rope and people are ready to carry stone. 

Everyone will try to kill that hen, the person who first kill the hen will get good luck and will 

take sufficient meat at the time of mourning for the dead in the village after pronouncing 

“Zhii” Zhii”. After performing this ritual, two brave boys who bear good name will throw 

sticks (dziithe) towards the stones and rope, well dressed with “nahra” while throwing stick, 

people will pronounce as ow-ow after that will run around the rope and will start pulling the 

stone. A brave man will climb up on the stone while it is pulled by the people. The voice of 

the people while pulling stone is sounding like ‘hololoho-holokohoye’ repeatedly and will 

pull until the stone is brought to the spot. On 26th March, the stone will be placed at a firm 

place nearby the main road. On the stone an oxen blood will be rubbed on the face of the 

stone. At the foot of the stone two stones are placed to let the stone stood firm, known as 

male stone and female stone. All the seeds are sown and will offer to god as libation, nearby 
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the stone a flat stone is kept under the soil. The villagers will go and work in the paddy field 

of the feast of merit for a day (Zhoso moziiwodo nghole). A pointed stone is made with clay 

known as male and female, that pointed clay will be damaged after Chijini festival, it can be 

removed by the owner alone. 

Remains of Zhoso, rice beer and dry meat are distributed to feed the village elders, 

leaders (Chehe chulo kolomai) during Chijini festival. All those who come and took rice beer 

will whistle after the Chijini festival, the house owner will not take any remaining food. After 

this, the owner of ‘zhoso mozii’ will be completed. On 28th day rituals are performed for 

young boys (Macha kozii). On this day, feast of merit persons will not eat but drinking rice 

beer only. On the grand festival he will kill a cow as ‘July big meat’ (Sale sokhu). That meat 

will be given to those who have paddy substituted with a basket of paddy (hriizhu kali) to eat 

before the harvest. With that meat it is cooked by making new hearth made with three pieces 

of wood with thorns (Chibisii) and will prepare gods food. Cooking water is directly taken 

from ponds before women folks came for fetching water. This food is restricted to take by 

any outsiders, if they ate without proper consent, he/she will become mad. Those who 

perform feast of merit will offer a hen to god in the month of May, this will be done by 

observing a genna (khehre).(3)  

 

 FEAST OF MERIT TO THE DWELLING HOUSE (OCHII ZHU KOSO)  

A couple who wants to conduct this feast of merit will inform the village chief that 

they want to conduct feast of merit to the Dwelling house. If the couple is going to conduct 

feast of merit to the dwelling house, they would arrange at least two or three cows, not less 

than a buffalo and a pig and prepare rice beer as well as rice to cook. Thereafter, they will 

start feeding the invitees and the villagers by performing many rituals and libations. He will 

be qualified to lift up/ keep two beautiful art cocks on the roof of the front-most house facing 

towards each other erected by a wooden or made of iron piece. 

Buffaloes head with horns is to be erected at the front-most top of the wall. On the 

wall, thick wooden plank art with head of a man, oxen, buffaloes, etc. are inscribed on it. 

At the time of feast of merit to the dwelling house, buffaloes and cows are killed 

including dogs to feed the villagers. Rice beer will be prepared for the villagers. This ritual is 

performed with many ceremonies and feed the villagers. Feast of merit to the dwelling house 

is not an easy task, this feast of merit to the house is performed by the wealthy persons.(4) 
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FEAST OF MERIT WITH THE COUPLE (OZHO ZHOSO KOSO) 

  Feast of merit to the couple is not an easy task, the new couple will hard work to 

perform feast of merit. Storing paddy and rearing cattle for the purpose of the feast takes time 

and money. If the couple is capable or had sufficient to conduct feast of merit, they will 

consult to the village Chief to conduct feast of merit. At the time of feast of merit three to 

four cows and also buffaloes are killed for the feast of merit, rice for the invitees and rice 

beers at the time of performing feast of merit. A memory stone will be erected on the road 

side for the couple. They can wear white cotton three-lined prestigious shawls and they will 

make decision at the time of problem arises in the village and that other people will not insult 

or rebuke them. If anyone who had performed the feast of merit, the people will respect them 

and in the surrounding area also people will know them as prestigious persons amongst the 

society. 

 

FEEDING TO ALL MAO VILLAGES (EMEKHROYE AMOHRO) 

If anyone who wants to perform this feast of merit they will earn sufficient paddy and 

items to be included at the time of performing feast of merit to the whole people of Mao. All 

the invitees will come and take soups of chilly with rice beer and curry. This feast of merit 

also involves a lot of time and wealth. At the time of Mao forefathers they follow barter 

system for performing this feast of merit.  

 

 DISTRIBUTING PADDY TO THE WHOLE PEOPLE OF MAO (EMEKHROYE 

OTHO ZHUKAPI)  

If anyone who wants to do this feast of merit he must work hard in order to have 

sufficient paddy/rice to feed all the people all the Mao people. A person who is going to 

distribute paddy to all the people of Mao will require many quantities of paddy. If anyone 

who is able to give paddy to every houses of Mao people will be respected by the all people 

in the Mao area and will be recognized as a prestigious person. People of Mao will respect 

him as a rich man in the society. 

 

 DISTRIBUTING COW TO EACH AND EVERY MAO VILLAGES (EMEKHROYE 

OTOH MAHRII HOKAPI) 

If anyone who wants to perform this prestigious work for the people he needs to have 

more than twenty cows and also require another wealth involvement at the time of 
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performing this prestigious work, distributing a cow each to every villages of Mao. If anyone 

who perform this prestigious feast of merit to every village will be respected amongst the 

Mao people. It shows that he is the richest man in terms of cattle amongst the Mao people. 

 

DIGGING POND (DZIIBVII KOHU) 

This is the feast of a merit person to dig pond for spring waters at his land, in which 

everyone of the village can fetch water from his pond. His work can give many benefits to the 

villagers. People will respect him because his pond for the villagers are  enjoyed by the 

villagers. Villagers will re-call his name after he was left from the people. At the time of 

digging pond he requires a lot of wealth, giving rice beer for those who dig the pond and 

require a number of labourers and killing cows for those workers for the purpose of digging 

the particular pond. If he completed the digging pond for the villagers he will be respected by 

the villagers and he will be considered as a prestigious man among the Mao people. 

 

DISTRIBUTION OF DRY-MEAT TO EVERY VISIBLE VILLAGE 

The rich person will distribute meat; one pieces of meat each to every houses and 

neighbouring villages. If one such memory stone was there in a village, outsiders can know 

that the particular village is very rich. A man who wants to distribute dry meat to every 

visible village of all the Mao area will require a lot of meat by drying and give to every 

visible village. This will spend a lot of wealth like exchange of cows and buffaloes with 

paddy and so on. If anyone who is able to perform this feast of merit will be respected by all 

the people of Mao and will be considered as a prestigious person.(5) 

Different kinds of feasts of merit:  Different kinds of feasts of merit are performed 

due to different reasons as seasons for sharing joys and happiness or worries and sorrows etc. 

to the public. Further, if anyone made a great achievement or a new couple giving birth to a 

baby boy or a couple becoming richer than others or a new house is constructed then they 

will distribute paddy or dig ponds for the villagers. They perform the feast of merit for their 

joys by distributing meat to all the villagers showing their prestige, courage and fame. 

Another kind of feeding villagers is that, a broken, rich man who suffered repeatedly with 

misfortunes he will distribute meat to the villagers so as to share the worries and sorrows of 

the individual to save him from difficulties and dangers. Those persons who perform these 

feasts of merit are respected by the villagers and the people of Mao at large.  
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Conclusion:  

Thus, the feast of merit for the Mao community in the past was an act of respectable 

in the society. These elevate the person to a higher social status. The feast can be of different 

types both for joy and the sorrow in order to overcome it. In spite of the fact, the feast of 

merit itself was a matter of highly respected. The ordinary or lay men of the village could not 

have the opportunity perform it for involvement of a huge expenditure. As a matter of fact, 

this culture has been highly regarded by the Mao society till today.   
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